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Mixed Material Markerboards
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Responsibly Harvested

ASH TREE
Claridge found a green 

solution to a natural 

problem–rescuing 

recoverable lumber 

through responsible 

harvesting and 

production.

More than merely a markerboard, MIX is a multi-purpose 
furniture line. 

A collaboration between Claridge and Q Design,  
MIX customizable mobile and wall-mounted 
markerboards also serve as mobile space dividers, 
biophilic walls, and sound absorbing acoustic panels. 

MIX offers design versatility in three distinct styles: 
Industrial, Contemporary, and Biophilic. Nearly every 
component can be customized, including color, wood 
finish, writing surface, optional metal tray, metal base 
and accent strip. The result is a virtually unlimited 
palette with which to bring design concepts to life.

MIX even beats the beetles. As an FSC® certified 
manufacturer, Claridge uses a proprietary harvesting 
and production process, where in-house craftsmen 
construct MIX’s solid ash wood frames from portions 
of trees unaffected by the destructive emerald ash 
borer beetle. Claridge uses landfill-destined ash 
lumber and integrates recoverable material into MIX’s 
stylishly durable hardwood frame.

Make a statement and capture your thoughts on a 
beautiful surface worthy of attention.

SUSTAINABILITY
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MIX CONTEMPORARY MOBILES

Your choice of full or partial height mobiles  
with metal base and optional shelf in black, 
gray or white, plus 180 color options 

Custom colored metal accent strip Seamlessly integrated marker rail

Smooth and quiet hubless 
casters with locking brakes

Contemporary metal base 
with smooth welds
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MIX INDUSTRIAL MOBILES

Your choice of full or partial height mobiles 
with optional metal shelf in matte clear finish

Functional exposed hex bolts

Industrial metal base with 
exposed welds

Durable and smooth industrial 
casters with locking brakes

Metal accent strip in matte black 
finish highlights the integrated 
marker rail
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MIX CONTEMPORARY WALL-MOUNTED BOARDS

Metal accent strip highlights the 
integrated marker rail

Metal accent strip available in 
180 powder coat colors

Ash wood frame available 
in Clear, Vellum, Driftwood 
and Rustic stains
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MIX INDUSTRIAL WALL-MOUNTED BOARDS

Metal accent strip highlights the 
integrated marker rail

Metal corner accents with 
exposed hex bolts in matte 
clear finish

Ash wood frame available 
in Clear, Vellum, Driftwood 
and Rustic stains
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MIX BIOPHILIC PANELS

Choose from two standard designs: Serenity and Om (shown above on 
Contemporary mobiles). Custom designs available upon request.

Our Biophilic panels are created using natural preserved plants. These 
long-lasting, maintenance-free gardens require no water, misting or irrigation, 
no light and no soil, but retain a vibrant, fresh cut look and feel for 7–10 years. 

Serenity Om

Biophilic panel can be applied to the MIX 
Contemporary or Industrial (shown above)
mobile styles
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Vellum Driftwood Rustic

White Light Gray Beige

Green Black Gray

*Brilliant White Calm White Light Ivory

Light Green Blue Lilac Light Blue

Telegrey Signal Gray

Bright Red 
Orange

Ruby Red

*Standard glass markerboard color comes in Brilliant White

Choose from over 180 optional powder coat colors. Visit our website to  
view and download the Claridge Powder Coat Color Guide. Custom match  
colors available upon request.

Colors are reproduced with reasonable accuracy in standard gloss finish unless noted as matte finish.  
If color match is critical, contact us at 800-434-4610 to request an actual color sample.

MAKE A STATEMENT

Express your creativity with MIX. Nearly every component can be tailored to suit 
the environment, including color, finish, writing surface, metal tray, base, and 
accent strip. The result is a virtually unlimited design palette with which to bring 
concepts to life.

Wood Stains

LCS3 Porcelain™ ColorsClaridge Glass Colors

Standard MIX Metal Colors

Matte Black
302P

Matte Clear

MIX Contemporary base, accent 
strip and optional shelf

MIX Industrial  MIX Industrial 
base and shelf accent strip

Clear

P
O

W

DER COATING

180 Colors

MIX CONTEMPORARY MARKERBOARDS

MIX CONTEMPORARY MOBILES

Choose the metal 
base color: matte 
black, gray or white

Choose your surface: 
· LCS3 Porcelain™  
· Claridge Glass  
· Claridge Cork
· Biophilic Panel

Choose the 
wood stain: 
Clear, Vellum, 
Driftwood or 
Rustic

Choose the metal 
accent strip color 
to complement 
your interior décorHubless casters 

(2 ea. locking 
and non-locking) FULL HEIGHT

Choose your surface: 
· LCS3 Porcelain™  
· Claridge Glass  
· Claridge Cork
· Biophilic Panel

Metal base color 
in matte clear 
finish with  
exposed hex bolts

Industrial casters 
with exposed brakes 
(2 ea. locking and 
non-locking)

Choose the metal 
accent strip color 
to complement 
your interior décor

PARTIAL HEIGHT  
(all other details are the same as the  

full height Industrial mobile)

FULL HEIGHT

Optional metal 
tray in matte 
clear finish

Choose the 
wood stain: 
Clear, Vellum, 
Driftwood or 
Rustic

Choose the  
metal accent  
strip color to 
complement your 
interior décor

Choose the 
wood stain: 
Clear, Vellum, 
Driftwood or 
Rustic

Choose your 
surface: 
· LCS3 Porcelain™  
· Claridge Glass  
· Claridge Cork

MIX INDUSTRIAL MARKERBOARDS

Metal corner 
accents with 
exposed hex 
bolts in matte 
clear finish

Metal accent  
strip color in 
matte black; 
optional colors 
available

Choose the 
wood stain: 
Clear, Vellum, 
Driftwood or 
Rustic

Choose your 
surface: 
· LCS3 Porcelain™  
· Claridge Glass  
· Claridge Cork

RAL9003
Signal White

RAL7015
Slate Gray

Matte Black
302P

NP3 Porcelain™ Colors

CHOOSE YOUR EXPRESSION

When color matching metal bases or accent strips to the LCS3 
Porcelain 100 White writing surface, specify 100 White Powder Coat.

Optional metal 
tray with choice 
of color

PARTIAL HEIGHT
(all other details are the same as the  

full height Contemporary mobile)

MIX INDUSTRIAL MOBILES



800.434.4610
claridgeproducts.com

Talk to a Claridge writing 

surface expert and find 

out how MIX adds both 

style and functionality to 

designed interiors. 

V041519

Printed on FSC® Certified paper 
with 10% post consumer waste


